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Peer Learning Workshop on “PHP”
Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology & Management (SMVITM), 
Bantakal organised a “Peer Learning Workshop on PHP” on 1st and 2nd 
January 2022. The event was organized by the Code Troopers Club of the 
Department of Computer Science and Engineering in association with 
the ISTE Student Chapter. Mr. Bhargavram Udupa T, Ms. Ananya Bhat 
and Ms. Aninditha from 7th semester CSE were the resource persons for 
the event.
Dr. Nagaraj Bhat, HOD of CSE gave the inaugural address. He spoke 
about the significance of the peer learning session and gave insights on 
the importance of the topic for the creation of a good DBMS project. 
The trainers Mr. Bhargavram Udupa T, Ms. Ananya Bhat and Ms. Aninditha 
gave the participants significant insights on the basics of PHP, Database 
CRUD (Create, Read, Update, and Delete) operations and authentication 
using PHP and Basics of Bootstrap Framework as well. They also taught 
the participants about the purpose of using XAMPP, various features 
that are available in Visual Studio Code, and gave some essential tips 
and tricks to code quickly and efficiently. They also described the project 

that the participants would finally be able to build after learning about 
the topic.
The event was conducted in CAED Lab, Admin Block 1st floor of the 
college. There were around 60 enthusiastic participants throughout the 
session. The workshop ended with a quiz on the topics that were taught 
during the workshop.
The registrations and feedback were handled by Bhargavram Udupa T 
of 7th Semester CSE. Mr. Krishnamurthi Bhagawath, Mr. G. Adithya Yaji, 
Ms. Chandana HR, Mr. Tejas S Rao, Mr. Benaka Bharadwaja, Ms. Shwetha 
Ramachandra Bhat and Mr. Farees Ahmed Shaikh from 7th Semester CSE 
were the volunteers for the event. Ganesh Hathwar B S of 7th semester 
CSE helped the team in designing the flyer for the event. Mr. Chethan 
R Institutional Coordinator ISTE Faculty Chapter, Dr. Nagaraj Bhat HOD 
Computer Science and Engineering Department, Mr. Deepak Rao M, 
and Ms. Sneha N S faculty from the Computer Science and Engineering 
Department played a major role in the smooth conduction of the event.

Self Defense Program
The Women Empowerment Cell of SMVITM organized a 
“Self Defense Program” for Girl students of the College on 

06-01-2022 at 3pm. The resource persons were Mr. Sooraj Kumar, Black Belt, Martial Arts Trainer and Mr. Chetan R, Brown Belt, Martial Arts Trainer; 
both are the faculty members of SMVITM. More than 65 students participated and benefited by the program. The program started with the talk by 
Mr. Chetan R on importance of Self Defense Program followed by the practice session by Mr. Sooraj Kumar. In the practice session various techniques 
of self Defense was shown by the resource person and it was practiced by the students. The session was very much useful for the students. Ms. Janvi 
V Nilekani, 7th semester, Department of Civil Engineering compered the program. The coordinator of Women Empowerment Cell Ms. Deepika B V, 
members of WEC, student volunteers and faculty members were present for the session.
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Talk on Role of Youth in Nation Building 
As a part of Azadi ka Amrit Mahaotsav, On the occasion of National Youth 
Day and 150th Birth Anniversary of Swami Vivekananda, NSS-YRC-RC 
Unit of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and Management 
Bantakal organized a talk on “Role of Youth in Nation Building” on 
Wednesday, 12 January 2022. Shri Kokkarne Surendranath Shetty, 
Former Professor and Head, Department of Political Science, M.G.M, 
Udupi, was the resource person.
In his presentation he said that the youth of any country is a great asset 

and they are the building blocks of a country. They are indeed the future 
of the country and represent it at every level. The role of youths in nation 
building is very important as intelligence and work of the youth will take 
the country on the pathway of success. 

Professor Surendranath also highlighted that the youths are energetic 
and enthusiastic. They have the ability to learn, adapt to the environment 

and act on it to achieve their goals. Youth can bring social reform and 
improvement in society. Finally, he concluded the talk by saying that 
the nation requires the participation from all the youths to achieve their 
goals and help in taking the country towards progress.
Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Principal, Deans, Student Welfare Officer, 
HODs of various departments, Section heads were present during the 
talk. Mr.Rajashankar, Sr.Lab Instructor, Dept.of Mechanical Engineering 
briefed about the importance of National Youth Day. Mr.Nagaraja Rao, 
Coordinator NSS-YRC-RC Unit conducted the program. Ms. Prerana of 
first year ECE welcomed the gathering and compeered the program; Ms. 
Rajani of first year ECE introduced the resource person.

Peer Learning Workshop on “Arduino”
Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology & 
Management (SMVITM), Bantakal organised a “Peer 
Learning Workshop on Arduino” for first year engineering 
students on 12th January 2022. The event was organized 
by the Co-curricular committee of SMVITM. Mr. Sooraj, 
Ms.Sinchana ,Mr. Tejas, Mr.Shamith Joshi & Mr.Vignesh 
Kudwa from 7th semester CSE as well as Mr.Alic Ferdinand 
, Mr.Srivathsa, Mr. Vineeth Nayak & Ms. Niharika  from 
7th semester ECE were the resource persons for the 
event.
Ms.Renita Sharon Monis, welcomed the gathering and 
briefed about the significance of the peer learning 
session.
The trainers  Ms.Sinchana ,Mr. Tejas, Mr.Harish, Mr. Alic 
Ferdinand,Mr.Vineeth,Mr.Shamith  & Mr.Yajnesh gave 
the participants significant insights on the basics of 
Arduino, LED single and multiple blinking explanation 
& hands on. They also taught the participants about 
arduino ultrasonic buzzer, Arduino flame detector 
buzzer & Arduino Servo and gave some essential tips 
to do projects. They also described the project that the 
participants would finally be able to build after learning 
about the topic.
There were around 68 enthusiastic participants 
throughout the session.
Ms.Reena Kumari, First year coordinator distributed the certificates to the resource persons & participants
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Webinar on “Netaji’s Parakram-An Inspiration to Youth” 
As a part of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, On the occasion of 73rd Republic 
Day and Parakram Diwas, 125th Birth Anniversary of Netaji Subhash 
Chandra Bose, NSS-YRC-RC Unit of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of 
Technology and Management Bantakal in association with Disha Bharat 
Bengaluru organized a webinar on “Netaji’s Parakram-An Inspiration 
to Youth” on Wednesday, 26 January 2022. Mr. Manchal Mahesh from 
Disha Bharat was the resource person.
Mr.Mahesh started his presentation by briefing the importance of 
Parakram Diwas to commemorate the Birth anniversary of Netaji 
Subhash Chandra Bose. He said that the day is celebrated to honour 
and remember Netaji’s indomitable spirit and selfless service to the 
nation. This day is to inspire people of the country, especially the youth, 
to act with fortitude in the face of adversity as Netaji did, and to infuse 
in them a spirit of patriotic fervour.  

Mr.Mahesh called upon the youth to take inspiration from the life of Netaji’ 
Subhash Chandra Bose and work for eradication of poverty illiteracy, social 
and gender discrimination, corruption casteism and communalism. Listing 
the qualities of Netaji’s inspring leadership, Mr.Mahesh said that with Netaji’s 
magical presence, he could enthuse and turn the soldiers who were ‘Prisoners 
of War’ into ‘Freedom Fighters’ and they became got to fight till their last breath 
for their dear leader and for their motherland. He said Netaji and Azad Hind 
Fauz captured people’s imagination as was evident in the popular support 
received by them during the trial of INA prisoners by British authorities.
Finally, he concluded the talk by saying that the nation requires the 
participation from all the youths to achieve their goals and help in taking the 
country towards progress.
Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Principal; spoke about the importance of 
celebrating Republic Day and Parakram Diwas and said that it is important to remember all the freedom fighters who sacrificed their life for the nation. 
Mr.Nagaraja Rao, Coordinator NSS-YRC-RC Unit conducted the program. Ms. Aninditha of final year CSE welcomed the gathering and compeered the 
program; Ms. Ananya of final year CSE introduced the resource person and proposed vote of thanks. More than 120 students including Faculty, Staff 
were participated in the talk.

Session on “She=He”, Lets empower Girls 
The Women Empowerment Cell in association with CICC of SMVITM 
organized a session 
on “She=He”, Lets 
empower Girls - for Girl 
students of the College 
on 27-01-2022 at 3pm 
on Virtual mode. The 
resource person was Ms 
Laxmi Shetty, Assistant 
Professor (Sr.) Dept. of 
ECE, SMVITM. More than 
50 students participated 
and benefited by the 
program. The program 
started with the 
explanation about the 
effects of comparison 
between girl and boy 
which will usually start 
from home. She also said 
that when we show our 
confidence in taking up 
any task individually our parents will definitely allow all girls to do the 
things they wish to do in their life. She gave real life examples of many 
women who have achieved a lot in their life like Kalpana Chawla, Arunima 
Shina. The videos played in the session motivated the participants to do 
the best things in life. She also said that if we have confidence in our 

self then we can rise to the best level in life. The session was very much 
useful for the students, faculty and staff of SMVITM. Ms. Janvi V Nilekani, 

7th semester, Department of Civil Engineering compered the program. 
The coordinator of Women Empowerment Cell and CICC, members of 
WEC, student volunteer’s faculty and staff members were present for 
the session.
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Problem Solving and Idea Generation workshop 
Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and Management Bantakal 
conducted a workshop on “Problem Solving and Idea Generation” on 28, 
January, 2022. The Program was jointly organized by the Institution’s Innovation 
Council and Entrepreneurship Development cell of the institute.
The Expert Speaker Dr. Arun Shanbhag, Innovation Officer, MAHE, Manipal 
shared his knowledge & experience on the multiple aspects and the many 
steps involved in problem solving and ideation process. He further elaborated 
on Good idea vs. Bad idea and Best Student Entrepreneurship Practices that 
can be adopted to enhance the student’s abilities in solving critical problems.
He conducted an activity by taking the problems of fisherwomen’s and 
generated various ideas by the students and also explained how to build on 
the idea to solve their problems.
Dr. Shanbhag covered the topics like Design thinking principle and Double 
Diamond design process to innovation during the session. 
The Students of the institute participated actively and interacted with the 
resource person.
Mr. Arun Upadhyaya, coordinator of Entrepreneurship Development Cell 
welcomed all the participants also introduced the resource person to the 
audience.

MY STORY - Motivational Session by a Successful Innovator 
Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and 
Management Bantakal conducted a workshop on “MY 
STORY - Motivational Session by A Successful Innovator” 
on 27, January, 2022. The Program was jointly organized 
by the Institution’s Innovation Council (IIC) and 
Entrepreneurship Development cell of the institute.
Mr. Prajwal kumar, MD & Co-Founder, Mangalore 
Robautonics Pvt. Ltd, Mangaluru participated as the 
resource person of the program. Mr. Prajwal is a 
successful innovator and entrepreneur whose passion 
is to working for farmers in India. The expert speaker 
shared with the students how he converted his final 
year project of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) to a final 
product. In his interaction Mr. Prajwal kumar spoke 
about the skills required by a successful social enterprise 
owner and the desire to improve their world, to be 
productive, to have the ability to spot new trends and to 
deal with failure. He also talked about his revolutionary 
innovations in the field of agriculture.
Along with the simple innovations which social 
entrepreneurs can do with the help of inventions of 
their time was also shared with students as these can 
have more impact on the society and its issues too. He further encouraged the students to follow their passion according to their skills. 
Mr. Prjwal demonstrated the agriculture equipment developed by his team. The Students participated in large numbers and interacted with the 
resource person.
Mr. Arun Upadhyaya, coordinator of Entrepreneurship Development Cell coordinated the program and Mr. Yajnesh compered the program.

Inauguration of Youth Red Cross Wing 
As a part of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, with the support from Indian 
Red Cross Society, Udupi, the inauguration of Youth Red Cross Wing 
of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and Management 
Bantakal, for the academic year 2021-22 was held on 05 February 
2022 in the institute premises. 
Shri Basrur Rajeev Shetty, Managing Body Member State and 
Chairman Indian Red Cross Society Udupi was the chief guest on the 
occasion and inaugurated the program by lighting the lamp. In his 
Inaugural address to the gathering, he said that The Indian Red Cross 
Society (IRCS) is a voluntary humanitarian organization to protect 
human life and health based in India. It is part of the International Red 
Cross and Red Crescent Movement, and so shares the fundamental 
principles of International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement. 
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The society’s mission is providing relief in times of disasters, emergencies and promoting health and care of vulnerable people and communities. 
He also narrated the evolution of the Red Cross Movement and emphasized on the fact that the Youth Red cross today has attained remarkable 
accomplishments in the areas of First aid treatments, General awareness creation towards Blood donation, organ donation, fund raising activities, 
flood relief campaigns, Disaster management and so on. He encouraged the young generation to come forward and devote their spare time in 
services of this sort.
Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Principal; in his presidential address expressed his pleasure and pride of having seen variety of service activities that has 
been conducted by Youth Red Cross wing in the past years and gave his best wishes for the events to be held in the future.
Dr. Keerthi Palan, IRCS Certified First Aid Trainer Udupi; Mr. Ashok Kumar Hegde and Mr. Suresh Shetty, members from Indian Red Cross Society, 
Udupi, Deans, HODs, Faculty, Staff members and students were present during the function.
 Mr.Nagaraja Rao, Coordinator NSS-YRC-RC Unit welcomed the gathering;. Ms. Shreelakshmi of 2nd year CSE invoked the blessings from the Almighty. 
Mr. Bhargavram, Final year CSE introduced the guest. Ms. Aninditha, President YRC Unit of SMVITM proposed vote of thanks. The program was 
compeered by Ms. Adithi Nayak and Ms. Trupthi Shetty.

Workshop on “First Aid Training” 
As a part of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, On the occasion of International Cancer 
Day, NSS-YRC-RC Unit of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and 
Management Bantakal in association with Indian Red Cross Society, Udupi 
organized a one-day workshop on “First Aid Training” on Saturday, 05 February 
2022 in the institute premises. Dr. Keerthi Palan and Dr. Suresh Shenoy; IRCS 
Certified First Aid Trainers from Udupi were the resource persons.
The hands-on workshop on First Aid was conducted for first year and second 
year students. The first session was taken by Dr. Keerthi Palan and she said that 
the skill or value on first aid and how it should be given in different situations is 
very essential for the students as there are many injuries occur in colleges and 
other places. Also she has emphasized on the importance of learning first aid 
and urged those who are getting the training to train other students.
The workshop sessions focused on the basics of first aid, and how to provide 
first aid in wounds, bleeding, musculoskeletal injury, burns, heatstroke, 
poisoning, bites, drowning, fainting, seizures and unconsciousness. All 
students had an experience of splinting the injured body part, providing 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and transferring the victim. There was active 
participation by all the students and they expressed that the workshop will be 
very useful for them to meet the emergencies in the colleges. 
In the second session, Dr.Suresh Shenoy showed some practical demonstrations on various kinds of first aid. He told the kind of first aid that could 
be given in the case of electric shocks, burns, fractures, snake bites, sprains, dislocations, eye injuries, etc. Also he said that the first aim of First Aid 
is to save a life. The second aim is to prevent the person’s condition from worsening. The third aim is to help in the person’s recovery. At the end of 
the training period, each participant felt or herself better equipped to help people suffering from accidents or from a sudden illness.
Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Principal; Dr. Ganesh Aithal, Vice Principal; conveyed their best wishes to the program. Mr.Nagaraja Rao, Coordinator 
NSS-YRC-RC Unit welcomed the gathering Dr.Subbulakshmi N Karanth Departmental coordinator, proposed vote of thanks. More than 75 students 
were participated in the program and get benefited.

SMVITM signs MoU with KCCI - Kanara Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry, Mangalore
SMVITM established in the year 2010 has been accredited by NAAC (A grade) 
and NBA recently. The college has been actively working to collaborate with 
industries and institutions to promote research, innovation and incubation 
related activities in the college to bridge the Industry - Academia gap. It has great 
expectations through this collaboration to provide opportunities for students 
of various streams to find projects and understanding of various industries for 
employment or entrepreneurship opportunities.
In order to meet this objective - SMVITM signed a MoU with KCCI - Kanara 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Mangalore, on 04 Feb 2022, which 
constitutes the representatives of various businesses, trade and industry of DK 
District as their members. The MoU was signed by the President of KCCI Shri 
Shashidhar Pai Maroor and Dr. Ganesh Aithal, Vice Principal, SMVITM, Udupi.
In the presence of, Mr. P B Ahmed Mudassar; Mr. Nissar  Fakeer Mohammad, 
Hon Secretary; Mr. Amith Ramachandra and Mr. Ashith Balakrishna Hegde from 
KCCI, Ms. Vidya Bhat, Dr. Nagaraj Bhat, Dr. Gnajanan Anne and Mr. Sudhir from 
SMVITM.
One of the focus areas for KCCI for the year 2021 - 22 is Industry Academia Interconnect where the Chamber will try to understand the requirements 
of industries and match it to the skill sets of the students. Based on this, they intend to formulate an SOP(Standard Operating Procedure) to ensure 
a match and marry of skills to industry requirements to recruit interns. This will help to make the students industry ready. In addition, it also looks 
forward to the support of KCCI to identify project ideas, funding through various govt. and non govt. sources and commercialization of products to 
strengthen the entrepreneurial ecosystem of the region.
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AlgoRhythm 1
Glimpses of “AlgoRhythm 1” a talent show by the 1st year students organized by the Extracurricular committee on 19th February 2022.
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Mother Language Day 
The extra-curricular committee of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and Management has organized a special musical program “Vande 
Mataram” on account of “International Mother Language Day” on 22 February 2022. Faculty members and students have rendered Devotional, 
Folk, and Film songs in Sanskrit, Kannada, Tulu, Hindi, Marathi, Konkani, and Telugu languages. Mr. Ananthesh Rao, Coordinator, Extra-curricular 
committee has briefed the importance of Mother Language Day. Secretary Shri. Ratnakumar, Principal, Dr. Thirumaleshwar Bhat, Vice Principal, Dr. 
Ganesh Aithal, HODs of various departments, teaching as well as non-teaching staff members and students have witnessed the event.
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“National Science day” 
The department of Physics and Institutions innovation council (IIC) 
in association with the student chapter of Indian Society of Technical 
Education organised an invited talk on 28 February 2022 with the 
concept of scientific thinking on the account of” National Science day” 
to commemorate the discovery of the Raman Effect by Indian Physicist 
Sir C.V.Raman.
Dr. Raviprakash Y, Associate Professor (Sr.) Department of Physics, MIT 
Manipal, was the resource person. In his talk he spoke about Raman 
Effect and its importance. He illustrated the importance of basic science 
in engineering. Also he spoke about the science in ancient India.
Dr. Thirumaleshwar Bhat, Principal ,SMVITM, provided the brief 
introduction and importance about the National Science day. Ms. 
Supritha, of I BE (CSE), welcomed the gathering and compered the 
program.

A REPORT ON PARENT- TEACHER MEET HELD ON 26 February 2022
ShrI Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology & Management, Bantakal organized Parent Teacher Meet at the institute premises on 26 February 
2022.

The major objective of the program was to make the parents aware of 
the academic aspects of the B. E. course, to make them aware of the 
rules and regulations of the Institute and ensure parental participation 
in monitoring the performance of the students and contributing to the 
overall growth of a student by guiding and supporting them.
Prof. Dr. Thirumaleshwar Bhat, Principal, SMVITM, welcomed the 
gathering and briefed about the program. He emphasized that students 
are the greatest asset of the college. He appealed to all the students to 
use the facilities in the college in a best manner to excel in their career 
and have a holistic learning during their stay in the college. Students 
should have high aim, cultivate good habits, abide by the rules, have 
good vision and should strive hard to achieve their set goals.
In his Presidential address Mr. Ratnakumar, Secretary, Shri Sode Vadiraja 
Mutt Education Trust, expressed his gratitude to the parents and 
students for having faith and confidence in the institution, and assured 
that the college and the management is bound to give the best facilities.
Dr. Reena Kumari, coordinator for the first year Students of the college 
gave necessary information about the academic format of the B.E 
Course. She briefed about University and Institute rules and regulations 
to be followed by the students.

Ms. Vidya Bhat, Training and Placement Coordinator informed the parents about what are the requirements that students should have in order to 
get placed in reputed companies and also explained the role of the college in providing better placements to its students in the reputed companies 
and also how college has fulfilled it. She also informed how the students are trained in the college for competitive exams.
Mr. C.K Manjunath the Student Welfare Officer of SMVITM delivered some tips to parents to manage the behavioral issues and other diversifying 
facts that students are facing.
A vote of thanks was proposed by Mrs. Renita Sharon Monis Asst.Professor(Sr.) of the Department of Mathematics. The program started with 
invocation by Mr.Manjunath, Asst.Professor(Sr.),Dept. of Mechanical Engineering and the Programme was compered by Ms. Sowmya Bhat and 
Ms.Vmitha of Dept. of ECE.

Women’s Day Celebration
The Women Empowerment Cell of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and 
Management organized a session on “Women in Science”on account of International 
Women’s Day on 11-03-2022 in the seminar hall of Admin Block . Prof (Dr.) Smitha 
Hegde, Professor and Deputy Director, Nitte University Center for Science Education 
& Research, Mangalore was the resource person for the session. The session was very 
interactive and lively. The resource person enlightened everyone by explaining about 
the different fields in which women have excelled. She also explained about the role of 
women in the economic development of society globally. Resource person gave insights 
about the opportunities to the women in the field of science. The session gave the 
difference between gender equality and equity. She explained about the importance 
of family for every women. She spoke about many women’s who have achieved a lot 
in their life. The session was benefited by more than 150 students, staff and faculty of 
the Institution. The principal Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, faculty, staff and students were present for the session. The program was conferred by Ms. 
Vimitha, Assistant Professor, Department of E and C. Ms. Lolita Priya Castelino welcomed the resource person.
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2nd PU Exam Preparation Youtube Videos launched
Today Educational Institutions work towards 
their self-development. They don’t think of 
the social development. Shri Madhwa Vadiraja 
Institute of Technology & Management has 
disproved the above statement taking as 
educational social responsibility supporting 
IInd PU students morally to boost their 
academic strength by developing Passing 
Package Youtube Videos in Physics, Chemistry, 
Maths and Biology subjects involving 
experienced faculty in association with 
Department of PU Education, Udupi District, 
Udupi on 14th March 2022.    
These videos have been prepared by the 
subject experts of various institutions with 
the technical support from SMVITM, for the 
benefit of the students. In the launching 
ceremony while addressing the audience, 
Mr. Maruthi, Deputy Director of PU Educatio, 
Udupi has appreciated SMVITM for providing 
quality engineering education in rural area and also involved in number of societal activities. 
The Secretary of Shri Sode Vadiraja Matha Education Trust Sri. Ratnakumar was presided over the function. In his presidential remarks, Sri. Ratnakumar 
has assured all possible technical support from SMVITM for the student welfare activities of Department of Pre-University Education, Udupi.
The Principal of SMVITM Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat has welcomed the gathering, Computer Science & Engineering faculty member of SMVITM Smt. 
Sowmya performed the invocation and Faculty member of Mechanical Engineering Mr. Karthik V proposed the vote of thanks. The Principal of SVS 
PU College, Katapady Sri. Dayananda Pai, Vice-Principal of SMVITM Dr. Ganesh Aithal, Student Welfare Officer of SMVITM Dr. C K Manjunath, Head 
of Chemistry Teachers forum Sri. Vasanth Acharya, the Principal of SVH PU College, Innanje Sri. Pundarikaksha Kodancha, Hindi lecturer of SVH PU 
College, Innanje Sri. Rajendra Prabhu were present in the ceremony.

Five Days Faculty Development Program on “Electric Vehicle and Smart Grid” 
Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering 
and Mechanical Engineering in association with ISTE Faculty 
Chapter of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology 
and Management, Bantakal, Udupi organized a Five Days 
Faculty Development Program on “Electric Vehicle and 
Smart Grid” on 14th March 2022 at in the college premises. 
The inaguaral ceremony of the program held on Monday 
14 March 2022 at 9.30am.
Dr Gajanana anne, HoD of ME Dept. welcomed the 
august gathering. The Chief Guest of the program Dr. 
V.B Venkatesa Perumal, Professor, Dept. of Electrical and 
Electronics, NITK Surathkal. In his inaugural address said 
that, in the next 5 to 10 years India will see big change in 
the transportation segment ie., change in conventional IC 
engine vehicle to Electric Vehicle. Also he has urged that 
future engineers should be ready to cater the needs of 
end users. Especially future engineers have to focus more 
on maintenance of EV than R & D work, maintenance like 
battery recharging, replacement and giving solutions to the 
situations like vehicle breakdown etc.,
Mr. Esakki Raja S, Sr. Application Engineer in VI solutions, 
Bengaluru was the resource person of the five day faculty 
development. He appreciated the management for 

conducting the sessions in blended mode and highlighted the importance of training the future engineers in the Electric Vehicle field. 
Sri. Rathnakumar,  Secretary, Shri Sode Vadiraja Mutt Education Trust, Udupi graced the occasion and congratulated the departments for conducting 
the need of the hours topic for FDP. He also highlighted that due to the current war scenario crude oil per barrel cost will hike hence the optimum 
solution would be to switch to the EV.
Dr. Thriumaleshwara Bhat, Principal presided over the ceremony and advised to make the best use of the FDP and update the students for future 
challenges.
Good number of audience participated across the state through blended mode. Mr. Sudhir, program coordinator proposed the vote of thanks. Mr. 
Ananth Mallya, Sr. Asst. Professor, ME Dept. introduced the Chief Guest. Dr. Ganesh Aithal, vice principal and Dr. Sachin bhat, HoD ECE Dept were 
present for the ceremony. Ms. Shashikala R, Sr. Asst. Professor from ECE Dept. was the master of ceremony.
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RECOGNITION OF STUDENT ACCOMPLISHMENT
Mr.Satwik Kumar, from first year 
C section (Computer Science & 
Engineering), has participated 
and won the first prize with gift 
vouchers of Rs.12,000 In quiz 
competition held on 16th March 
2022 (Mangalore regional level).
Also Mr. Satwik has secured 
third place in the state level 
competition which was held 
on 19th March 2022. The 
competition was conducted 
by the Board for IT Education 
Standards (BITES) and Tata 
Consultancy Services (TCS), 13th 
edition of the Engineering IT Quiz - “TCS Tech Bytes”.

World Water Day Celebration 
Department of Civil Engineering in association with Eco Club of Shri 
Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and Management, Bantakal, 
organized a program on “Water Conservation and Management ” on 22th 
March 2022  in connection with World Water Day.
he program’s motto was to create awareness about the importance and 
conservation of ground water, drinking water from desalinization and also 
on rain water harvesting in costal districts.
Prof. Muraleedhara Upadhya, former Professor, Poornaprajna College, 
Udupi, spoke about   harnessing drinking water from the sea and different 
methods of rain water harvesting particularly suitable for coastal areas 
like vented dams, Kattas etc.  Prof. Upadhya stressed that the dams which 
were constructed during post-independence period are in danger and also 
not fulfilling there demands now. Hence site specific, economical methods 
are need of the hour for Rainwater harvesting. Stressing the drinking water 
schemes of Udupi, Prof. Upadhya informed that in addition to benefits 
of the scheme, bio-diversity and feasibility of the project to be studied 
considering environmental factors. 
Shri Ratnakumar, Secretary of SSVMET informed that land and water are 
precious but limited resources & urged civil engineering department to 
organize seminar and conferences regarding Conservation and management of water with special emphasis on coastal districts to update knowledge. 
Principal Dr. Tirumaleshwar Bhat informed students to use water judiciously in the campus 
Dr. Sandeep Nayak gave presentation on World water theme-“Groundwater: making the Invisible Visible”
On this occasion prizes were distributed to the students who participated in Water awareness program organized by the eco-club. Vice Principal Dr. 
Ganesh Aithal, Deans, HOD’s, Faculty members and students were actively participated in the session. 
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Mr. Madhukar Nayak awarded with Ph.D
Mr. Madhukar Nayak, 
Assistant Professor in 
Mechanical Engineering 
Department of Shri Madhwa 
Vadiraja Institute of 
Technology & Management, 
Bantakal, has been awarded 
Ph.D. degree for his research 
thesis titled “An Analysis of 
Entrepreneurial Intention 
And Behaviour Amongst 
Engineering Students’ 
In Coastal Karnataka” 
submitted under the 
guidance of Professor 
Dr. Narasimha Marakala, 
Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, NMAM Institute 
of Technology, Nitte. The 
management, Principal and staff members of SMVITM have congratulated 
Mr. Madhukar Nayak for being honoured with Ph.D award.

Mr. Raghavendra Rao P awarded with Ph.D
Mr. Raghavendra Rao P, 
Associate Professor in 
Electronics & Communication 
Engineering Department 
of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja 
Institute of Technology & 
Management, Bantakal, 
has been awarded Ph.D. 
degree by NITK, Surathkal 
for his research thesis titled 
“Investigation of Control 
Algorithms for PV System 
under Partial Shading 
Conditions and their effect 
on the efficiency of DC-DC 
Converter” submitted under 
the guidance of Professor 
Dr. B. Venkatesa Perumal 
and Dr. Vignesh Kumar V, 

Department of Electrical & Electronics Engineering, National Institute of 
Technology, Surathkal, Mangaluru. The management, Principal and staff 
members of SMVITM have congratulated Mr. Raghavendra Rao P for 
being honoured with Ph.D award.

Faculty development program -Recent advancement in outcome based education and Civil Engineering industry 
(PRERANA-2022)

The Department of Civil Engineering in association with ISTE Faculty 
Chapter of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and 
Management (SMVITM), Bantakal, organized three days Faculty 
Development Program on “Recent Advancement in Outcome Based 
Education and Civil Engineering Industry(PRERANA-2022)” in the institute 
premises. The FDP was inaugurated on 07 April 2022. More than 40 
participants from different engineering colleges participated in faculty 
development program.
Dr. Raviraj Mulangi, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil Engineering  
NITK Surathkal was the chief guest for the inaugural function said the 
importance of conducting faculty development programs will inspires( 
PRERANA) the teaching fraternity and necessity of inculcating the 
outcome based education(OBE) in the  National Education Society(NEP).
Shri. Ratnakumar, Secretary, SSVMET, who presided over the function 
addressed that Civil Engineers has to relate the science and technology 
and Engineering education should be application mode, Change in 
education system is very much required  and conveyed his best wishes 
for all the participants.

Dr. Ganesh Aithal, Vice Principal of the 
institute welcomed the gathering. Dr. 
Sandeep J Nayak Head, Department of 
Civil Engineering gave the prelude to the 
FDP. Ms. Deepika B V, Assistant Professor 
(Sr.) of Civil Engineering introduced 
the chief guest.  Mr. Jayaram nayak, 
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering 
proposed the vote of thanks. Mr. Sunil 
Haldankar, Assistant Professor of Civil 
Engineering (sr.) rendered an invocation. 
Mr. Madhusoodhan Rao welcomed 
the guests, Assistant Professor of Civil 
Engineering proposed the vote of thanks 
Ms. Swathi, Assistant Professor of Civil 
Engineering compered the program.
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AlgoRhythm 2
Glimpses of “AlgoRhythm 2” a talent show by the 2nd year students organized by the Extracurricular committee on 26th March 2022.
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DR. BINDU MADHAV AERY FROM AUSTRAILIA AT SMVITM BANTAKAL
Dr. Bindumadhav Aery, of Auerecon, Technical Director Geotechnical infrastructures, Australia has paid a visit to Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of 
Technology and Management, Bantakal on 07 April 2022. As part of the visit he addressed the 3 Days Faculty Development Program (PRERANA-2022) 
organized by the Department of Civil Engineering in association with ISTE faculty Chapter. While speaking on the topic of “Role of Geotechnical 
Engineering in Highway/ Railway construction design” he explained various methods adapted in Australia for Geotechnical investigations, Sustainable 
materials, Development of project specific requirements, Interpretation geotechnical results /design parameters. Resource person gave lot of 
examples on failure about expansive soils.  Dr. Bindumadhav Aery also highlighted the scope for further research and job opportunities abroad. 
Vice Principal Prof. Dr. Ganesh Aithal, Dean, Professors and Heads of the Department were present during this occasion. Later he visited various 
department of the college and appreciated the facilities offered to the students.

²æÃ ¸ÉÆÃzÉ ªÁ¢gÁd ªÀÄoÀzÀ ªÀÄoÁ¢üÃ±ÀjUÉ ¥ÀÆdå ²æÃ¥ÁzÀgÀ d£Àä£ÀPÀëvÀæzÀAzÀÄ UËgÀªÁ¥ÀðuÉ
GqÀÄ¦AiÀÄ ²æÃ ¸ÉÆÃzÉ ªÁ¢gÁd ªÀÄoÀzÀ ªÀÄoÁ¢üÃ±ÀgÁzÀ ²æÃ ²æÃ «±ÀéªÀ®è¨sÀ wÃxÀð ²æÃ¥ÁzÀgÀ d£Àä£ÀPÀëvÀæªÀÅ ¥ÀæwÃ ªÀµÀð ²æÃ gÁªÀÄ£ÀªÀ«ÄAiÀÄAzÀÄ 

DZÀj¸ÀÄªÀÅzÀÄ ªÀÄoÀzÀ ¨sÀPÀÛgÉ®èjUÀÆ w½zÀ «ZÁgÀªÉÃ DVzÉ. F ¨Áj ¢£ÁAPÀ 09 J¦æ¯ï 2022gÀAzÀÄ ¥ÀÆdå ²æÃ¥ÁzÀgÀ d£Àä£ÀPÀëvÀæªÁVzÀÄÝ, F 

±ÀÄ¨sÀ ¸ÀAzÀ¨sÀðzÀ°è GqÀÄ¦AiÀÄ  ²æÃ ¸ÉÆÃzÉ ªÁ¢gÁd ªÀÄoÀ ²PÀët ¥ÀæwµÁ×£ÀzÀ J¯Áè ²PÀët ¸ÀA¸ÉÜUÀ¼À ¥ÀgÀªÁV PÁAiÀÄðzÀ²ðUÀ¼ÁzÀ ²æÃ gÀvÀßPÀÄªÀiÁgï 

EªÀgÀÄ ¥ÀÆdå ²æÃ¥ÁzÀjUÉ ¥sÀ®¥ÀÄµÀàzÉÆA¢UÉ UËgÀªÁ¥ÀðuÉ ªÀiÁrzÀgÀÄ. 

Faculty Development Program on Recent Advancement in 
Outcome Based Education and Civil Engineering Industry 
(PRERANA-2022) at Bantakal Concludes
The three-day Faculty Development Program on Recent Advancement in 
Outcome Based Education
and Civil Engineering Industry (PRERANA-2022) organized by Department 
of Civil engineering at Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology & 
Management, Bantakal was concluded on 09 April 2022.

Speaking on the occasion, chief guest, Mr. Akshay S K , Managing 
Director, Master Plannery, Puttur, urged for the need of organizing 
Faculty development programs for the exchange of knowledge amongst 
the faculty members, quality research for the sustainable development 
of the country.  He also stressed the importance of precast materials 
and cost effective sustainable housing, problems faced in construction 
materials.
Dr. Udaya Prasanna Professor Mechanical Engineering was present on 
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the dais. HOD of Civil Engineering Dr. Sandeep J Nayak welcomed the gathering. Mr. Madhusoodhana Rao of Civil Engineering proposed a vote of 
thanks. Mr. Sunil Haldankar introduced the chief guest. Ms. Swathi of Civil Engineering compered the program. 

NSS Camp
The annual Special NSS Camp organised by Shri Madhwa Vadiraja 
Institute of Technology and Management of Bantakal was inaugurated 
on Monday, 18 April 2022 in SVH PU College, Innanje. Gram Panchayat 
President of Innanje Mrs. Mallika Acharya inaugurated 7-days annual NSS 
camp by lightening the lamp. She had also extended her cooperation 
to the smooth conduct of various events of NSS Camp and all the 
enthusiastic young campers gathered in the auditorium.
Mr. Pundarikaksha Kodancha, Principal of Innanje PU College shared 
his vast working experience in NSS as well as in organizing such special 
camps. Also he has briefed about the benefits of such camp and assured 
all kinds of support for the NSS camp.
Addressing the attendees and campers, Prof. Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, 
Principal SMVITM, Bantakal, expressed his joy of organizing the NSS 
Camp in SMVITM. He extended his wishes to all the participants and 

urged to make use of the platform for a fruitful as well as a good learning 
experience.
Shri Rathnakumar, Secretary, SSVMET, Udupi; in his presidential address 
expressed his pleasure and pride of having seen variety of service 
activities that has been conducted by NSS Unit in the past years and gave 
his best wishes for the events to be held in the future.
Dr. Ganesh Aithal, Vice Principal, SMVITM Bantakal; Rtn. Flavia Menezes 
and Rtn. Malini Shetty President and Secretay respectively of Rotary 
Shankarapura, Dean, HODs, Faculty, Staff members of SMVITM, Bantakal 
and SVH group of institutions Innanje and students were present during 
the function. Mr.Nagaraja Rao, Programme Officer, NSS Unit welcomed 
the gathering;. Ms. Shriraksha of final year ECE invoked the blessings from 
the Almighty. Ms. Aninditha, President NSS Unit of SMVITM proposed 
vote of thanks. The program was compeered by Ms. Ananya Bhat.
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Practical Skills are required to Perform Better Says Er.Nagesh Puttaswamy, 
Er. Nagesh Puttaswamy, Zonal Head Ultrtech, White Topping & RMD had visited SMVITM campus, addressed faculty and students emphasizing the 
importance of professional skills and entrepreneurial qualities.   
The final year students and third year students were the target audience. They were briefed on the various aspects of concrete. He insisted to get 
more exposure to such applications at laboratories other than theoretical classes. He asked them to involve and find why the result/values are 
changing with respect to Mix design, Slump and Admixtures.
He suggested for internship and advised to have clarity in the basics of the subjects. While appreciating the modern lab facilities available at the civil 
engineering like NDT equipment’s, Total station etc,. Resource person informed faculty members to conduct more experiments beyond the syllabus.
Later Mr. Nagesh interacted with Principal, Vice principal and Head of the department of Civil Engineering and extended his support to conduct value 
added programs, to assist in international conference and research work at Civil Engineering with emphasis on special Concrete, Mix design etc.

Talk on “Accelerating Research & career 
momentum through IEEE publication” 
The Central Library of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute 
of Technology and Management, Bantakal organized 
a talk on “Accelerating  research & career momentum 
through IEEE publication” by Mr.MS Srinivasa Training 
manager for South states (Karnataka & Telangana) 
from EBSCO Information Services India Pvt Ltd (IEEE 
official training partner in India) on 18th April 2022 at 
10:00 AM in the Admin Block of SMVITM. 
Mr. M S. Srinivasa, started the session by explaining 
about IEEE platform IEEE Product subscribed by VTU 
, and its coverage of contents. He explained about 
command search and new features which are included 
in IEEE Xplore digital library from last 3months.He also 
addressed students and faculty members how to  
publish faster and also about discovering new ideas 
for undertaking technical projects .He conducted quiz 
competition to the audience about IEEE and prizes 
were distributed to the  winners . The session was very 
interactive and lively.
The sessions benefited by more than 100 students, 
staff and faculty of the Institution. Principal Dr. 
Thirumaleshwara Bhat, faculty, staff members and students were 
present for the session.

Chief Librarian Mr. Deepak S. welcomed the gathering, introduced 
speaker to the audience and coordinated the event. Ms. Sowmya S 
Library coordinator proposed the vote of thanks.

World Earth Day Celebration 
Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology & Management (SMVITM), Bantakal, on the occasion of World Earth Day, organized an invited talk on 
“Conscious Planet - Save Soil” on 22nd April 2022. The event was jointly organized by the ISTE Student Chapter, IIC and the Eco Club of the college. Ms. 
Amitha Bhat, President, Karnataka Yoga sports District Udupi and Mr. Venkatesh, volunteer of save soil were the resource persons for the program.
At the beginning of the event, Ms. Amitha spoke about the importance of soil conservation. She highlighted on the 5 elements (pancha bhutas) that 
constitute the entire universe as well as the human body. Mr. Venkatesh continued the session and described why saving soil is the need of the hour. 
He also gave insights into the major causes of depletion in the quality of soil and how it would affect future generations. Mr. Venkatesh also told us 
about desertification of land, loss of organic matter in soil, and various other currently occurring problems. 
The Principal Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Vice Principal Dr. Ganesh Aithal, staff members and students were part of the program.
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On the occasion of World Earth Day, ISTE Student Chapter conducted a competition titled “Decode and Save the Earth”. Ms. Akanksha of 8th Semester 
CSE was the winner. The program ended with the “Save Soil” dance organized by Isha Foundation in which all the student participants actively 
participated.
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Night Sky Watch show
Mr. Atul Bhat, Asst. Prof., Poorna Prajna College Udupi, the PAAC 
coordinator, and his two students were the guest speakers who 
addressed faculties and students about the importance of sky watching 
and knowing the fantasy of astronomical observations. Mr. Bhat stated 
that the night sky any clear night offers an ever-changing display of 
fascinating objects you can see, from stars and constellations to bright 
planets, often the moon, and sometimes special events like meteor 
showers. Observing the night sky can be done with no special equipment, 
although a sky map can be very useful, and a good beginner telescope 
or binoculars will enhance some experiences and bring some otherwise 
invisible objects into view.
He added in his presentation how to navigate by starlight, get to 
know the stars behind your favorite constellations, and witness the 
incomprehensible vastness of the Universe without ever leaving your 
seat. The real sky shifts each day as Earth makes its way around the Sun.

He asked students to watch in the early morning before Sunrise the 
great union of 4 planets along a straight line from 22nd April to 4th  May 
2022. There are 4 visible planets in the sunrise direction: Venus, Mars, 
Saturn; and Jupiter. He gave an open call to students to develop the habit 
of watching the sky to see many such amusements happening in the sky 
on day to day basis. He showed students the cancellation and stars using 

a telescope. The Program was attended by Principal Dr.Thirumaleshwar 
Bhat, Vice Principal Dr. Ganesh Aithal, Faculties, and students. 

Conscious planet-Save soil awareness Program at SVH PU 
college Innanje, Udupi
The Department of Civil engineering, Eco club of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja 
Institute of Technology, Bantakal and NSS unit of SVH PU College jointly 
organized a “Conscious Planet-Save soil” movement awareness program 
at SVH PU College, Innanje in college premises on 13th April 2022.More 
than 130 students and faculty members participated in this program.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Praveen, Volunteer Isha foundation 
Coimbatore, urged for the need of saving the soil. Save soil is a global 
movement to save soil from extinction and bring the necessary policies 
to address the catastrophic issue facing humanity. This movement has 
generated support from the global leaders including Marc Benioff, Jane 

Goodall, His Holiness the Dalai Lama and Institutions such as the United 
Nations convention to combat desertification, The world economic 
forum and many more.  He also stressed the importance of soil quoting 
52% of the world’s agricultural soil has already degraded and we have 
raise awareness and initiate government policies for soil revitalization.
Mr. Pundarikaksha Kodancha, the principal SVH PU College, Innanje 
presided over the function.  HOD of Civil Engineering Dr. Sandeep J Nayak, 
welcomed the gathering. Eco club coordinator Mr. Sunil Haldankar 
introduced the Resource person. Ms. Deepika B V, Mr. Madhusoodhana 
Rao, Assistant Professor from Civil Engineering and faculty and staff 
members of SVH PU College was present on the dais. At the end of the 
program Dance program was arranged on save soil theme.
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Closing ceremony of Annual Special NSS Camp of SMVITM
The closing ceremony of Annual Special NSS Camp organized by Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and Management of Bantakal was held 
on Sunday, 24 April 2022 at SVH PU College, Innanje. 
Dr.Kumuda Rao, Reader, A.B. Shetty Memorial Institute of Dental Sciences Mangaluru was the chief guest on the occasion. In her address to the 
gathering, she said that NSS will give opportunities to students in the community development service programs and enable them to get experience by 
exposure to the life outside educational institutions. Also, she mentioned that NSS provides discipline, Service attitude, leadership skills coexistence 
among the students.
Dr. Sudarshan Rao K, Dean IQAC, SMVITM Bantakal presided over the function. In his presidential address, he congratulated the NSS Programme 
officer and all the faculty coordinators for successfully organising the camp and imparting the significance of ‘Seva’ amongst the volunteers. He 
motivated the volunteers to utilize the knowledge gained towards serving the nation and congratulated all the volunteers for their remarkable 
involvement, hardwork in the camp.
Ms. Kripa Shetty of final year Civil Engineering welcomed the gathering; Ms. Aninditha, President of NSS Unit, read the report of one-week camp. 
The program commenced with the invocation by Ms. Bhargavi and Ms. Sushmitha, Ms. Ananya Bhat delivered the vote of thanks. The program was 
compered by Ms. Sharmila Naik.

World Intellectual Property Day Celebration
Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and Management 
Bantakal conducted a session on “Harnessing Innovation in Academic 
Environment” on 26, April, 2022 on the occasion of World Intellectual 
Property Day With the theme for the year 2022  “IP and Youth”. 
The Program was jointly organized by the Institution’s Innovation 
Council (IIC), and Entrepreneurship Development Cell of the institute in 

association with Intellocopia IP Services, Registered Patent Agent, IPR 
Consultant, Bengaluru.
The Expert Speaker Sri. H. L Narendra Bhatta, Founder & CEO, Intellocopia 
IP Services, Bengaluru informed gathering that the day is celebrated to 
raise awareness of the impact of how patents, copyright, trademarks 
and design affect our daily life. 

Mr. Narendra Bhatta also highlighted on types 
of patent, need for filing the patent by the 
academicians. He stressed on converting the final 
year project into a valuable product and need to  
file the patent. He also briefed about how to file a 
patent on the innovative product developed by an 
individual person.
The faculties and students participated in large 
numbers and interacted with the resource person.
Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, The Principal, Dr. 
Sudharshan Rao, Dean (Quality Assurance), 
Mr. Arun Upadhyaya, Convener of Institution’s 
Innovation Council and Faculties were present 
during the session
Ms. Bhoomika and Ms, Deepti, introduced the 
resource person, Mr. Arun Upadhyaya, Convener 
of Institution’s Innovation Council and proposed 
vote of thanks at the end of the program. 

Staff Development Program  on “Computer Hardware Technology” 
Department of Computer Science and Engineering in association with ISTE Faculty Chapter of SMVITM, organized a 3 Days Staff Development 
program on “Computer Hardware Technology” from 21st April to 23rd April 2022. 
The inaugural ceremony was held on 21st April 2022 at CC3 Lab. Dr Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Principal of SMVITM delivered the presidential address. 
He congratulated the Department for organizing such programs for the technical staff members and also the participants, for their enthusiasm, 
which will help them to improve their technical skills. Dr Sudarshan Rao K, Dean Quality Assurance, Dr Nagaraj Bhat, HOD, Department of Computer 
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Science and Engineering also spoke about the importance of such programs. 
Mr.Suresh Rao U, Mr. Shashidhar Pai K, Mr.Rajashankar, Mr.Vikramadithya were the resource person for the event. In the three days, the speakers 
laid the foundation into the computer hardware basics, troubleshooting, installations, booting, domain creation, college MIS etc.  The program 
ensured that the participants are familiar with new errors occurring in the systems during the laboratory hours.  It was an opportunity for them to 
enhance their technological skills. It provided an opportunity to all the technical staff members to learn something new, discover themselves or even 
share the knowledge they have.
Around 20 technical staffs from all the departments participated in the SDP.
The valedictory program was held on 23rd April 2022 at CC3 Lab. Dr Ganesh Aithal, Vice Principal of SMVITM delivered the concluding remarks. He 
stressed upon the role of technical staff in the smooth conduction of the laboratory and how such programs helped them to enhance their skills. 
Mrs Savitha A Shenoy, Mr Sadananda L, senior Assistant Professors of computer science department along with Mrs Sneha N S, Department ISTE 
Coordinator coordinated the program.

Talk on “Self Control in Personal life and career growth” 
The Counselling cell in association with Women Empowerment Cell and 
College Internal Complaint committee of SMVITM organized a session 
on “Self Control in Personal life and career growth”, for the students of 
the College on 28-04-2022 at 3pm in seminar hall of admin block. The 
resource person was Mrs. Shalin K Sharma, Ex Head. Dept of Counselling 
and Dept of training and placements, NMAMIT, Nitte. More than 200 
students participated and benefited by the program. The session was 
lively and interactive. In her talk she said that if we set up a goal in our life 
then we should have self-control in the things we do to achieve the goal.  
She explained the importance of meditation in day to day life and also 
gave a practice session on meditation. She explained the importance of 
patience, dedication towards achieving goal by giving live examples. 
She said that the basic requirements of life are being physically active, 
eating healthy, knowing new advancements, helping each other, being 
disciplined in the things we do will definitely aims at successful life. The 
participants realized the importance of self-control in our day to day life. 
The program was compered by Ms. Vimitha, E and C department, Ms. 
Deepika, Civil Engg. Department introduced the guest. Students, faculty 
and staff of SMVITM were present for the session.

Symposium on Jasmine Cultivation and effective harvesting
Civil Engineering department of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of technology and management in association with Science and Technology Academy, 
Bangalore organized a symposium on Jasmine cultivation and effective harvesting in the memory of silver jubilee celebration of Vishveshwaraya 
Technological University under the Unnath Bharath Abhiyan Scheme on 10 May 2022.
Program was inaugurated by Ms. Bhuvaneshwari, Assistant Director, Department of Agriculture, Udupi, and Secretary of Shri Sode Vadiraja Mutt 
Education Trust Shri Rathnakumar.
Ms. Bhuvaneshwari addressed the farmers in her  inaugural speech there are huge opportunities are there for farmers who are having Job card 
under Mahathma Gandhi Udyoga Khathri Yojana for land development for the cultivation of Jasmine.
Shri Rathnakumar expressed in his presidential address, the inevitability of the formation of Cooperative society and bank to protect the farmers 
from losses. He also stressed, shankarapura jasmine must get the International attention as it deserves.
Resource person Bantakal Ramakrishna Sharma explained the root cause of the less harvest in the jasmine, due to wrong proportion of compost 
usage and extensive use of Chemical pesticides. He motivated the farmers to use more organic compost in the cultivation.
Another resource person Shri Kudi Shrinivas Bhat, gave deep insights about the preservation of soil and proper water management in the cultivation 
of jasmine in tropical region.
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Later Shri Kempergowda, Director of Agriculture, Udup, Dr. Chaithanya Kumar, Scientist, ICAR, Brahmavar, Shri Jones P Mendonca, Jasmine Cultivator, 
Shankarapura and Dr. Dhananjaya Kumar, Scientist, ICAR, Brahmavar participated in the discussion forum with jasmine farmers. They clarified the 
issues like crop disease, insects attack etc. Evolution in the refrigeration technique would solve the problem of seasonal fluctuation in the market 
and help the farmers to preserve the jasmine during peak time and provide the market in the fall season, was the key point discussed in the forum.
More than 75 farmers have participated in the open discussion, Principal Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Vice Principal Dr. Ganesh Aithal present in the 
program. Dr. Sandeep J Nayak, Head of the Departement gave the welcome address, Mr. Jayaram Nayak, Proposed the vote of thanks, Ms. Swathi 
compeered the program. 

National Technology Day
Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology & Management (SMVITM) 
Bantakal celebrated the National Technology Day on 11 May 2022 in 
the college premises. The IEEE Student Wing of the college organized 
the program. Chief Guest of the function, Mr. Suyog Shetty, the Chief 
Executive Officer of Niveus Solutions Udupi, said that integrated 
approach in science and technology is very essential for the sustainable 
development and bright future of the country. He motivated the students 
to make use of renewable energy and unconventional energy sources in 
their project works and contribute to the development of the country as 
per the vision of the Prime Minister. He also spoke about the projects 
carried out at Niveus Solutions and encouraged the students to become 
a part of the company after graduation. 
Earlier Dr. Balachandra Achar, the faculty adviser of IEEE student 
branch, gave a prelude to the National Technology Day and explained 
why it is celebrated on 11 May every year. Principal of the college Dr. 
Thirumaleshwara Bhat, faculty members and students participated in 
the function. The president of the IEEE student branch Ms. Akanksha 
welcomed the resource person to the function. Treasurer Ms. Shrutha 
introduced the speaker to the audience by reading his biodata. Secretary Ms. Sinchana proposed the vote of thanks. Joint Secretary Ms. Avanti 
compeered the program. 

SMVITM, Bantakal acquires ‘2(f)’ status from UGC
Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and Management, 
Bantakal has received ‘2(f)’ status from University Grants Commission, 
New Delhi.
For its quality procedures in academics and for following Outcome 
Based Education (OBE), SMVITM was accredited with NAAC ‘A’ grade 
in 2018 and accreditation by National Board of Accreditation (NBA) in 
2021. As a step forward, SMVITM has received ‘2(f)’ status from UGC. 
Hence, SMVITM will become an autonomous college in the near future. 
The Management, Faculty, Staff, Students and Parents will become the 
beneficiaries of the same. 
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AlgoRhythm 3
Glimpses of “AlgoRhythm 3” a talent show by the 3rd and 4th year students organized by the Extracurricular committee on 30th April 2022.
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Awards in Yoga Competition
Mr. Chandan K R, the student of 
Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute 
of Technology & Management, 
Bantakal (Civil Engineering) has 
won the first place  in the “State 
level Yoga Championship – 2022” 
organized by Tapovana Medical 
College in association with 
Hospital of Naturopathy and 
Yogic Science, Davangere  on 14th 
& 15th May 2022.
The management, Principal, Vice 
Principal and Physical Education 
Director have congratulated the 
student for his commendable 
accomplishment.

Two Days Workshop on “DevOps and AWS Industrial 
Tools”
Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology & Management 
(SMVITM), Bantakal organized a Two Days Workshop on “DevOps 
and AWS Industrial Tools” on 20th and 21st May 2022. The event was 
organized by the Department of Computer Science and Engineering 
in association with the ISTE Student Chapter. Mr. Pradeep Kumar T 
V, Lead Engineer at HCL Technologies Ltd. was the resource person 
for the event.
The event was inaugurated on the morning of 20th May in the 
presence of the Mr. Pradeep Kumar T V, the resource person, Prof. 
Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat - the Principal of the college, Dr. Nagaraj 
Bhat - HOD of CSE and Ms. Sneha N S - Senior Assistant Professor, 
Department of CSE along with other teaching and non-teaching staff 
members and registered participants.
During the Inaugural Ceremony, the HOD, the resource person and 
the Principal addressed the gathering on the importance of such 

Value-Added Workshops. Bhargavram Udupa T from 8th semester CSE 
was the event moderator of the Inaugural Ceremony. Shrutha V Bhat 
from 6th semester CSE introduced the speaker.
There were around 40 enthusiastic participants for both the days of the 
workshop. The event was conducted in CAED Lab of Admin Block.
The resource person started with AWS (Amazon Web Services). 
He illustrated the concept of Virtual Private Cloud and its various 
terminologies. Then a hands-on demonstration was made on Git and 
GitHub - a tool for Version Control and Collaboration. Few Linux Shell 
Commands were also demonstrated. On the second day the resource 
person gave a hands-on demonstration on Docker and Kubernetes in Play 
with Docker and Play with Kubernetes, a Web based tool. Downloading 
images from DockerHub and Containerizing them with Docker was 
demonstrated. The speaker also told about  various other Docker 
commands like docker swarm, etc. Then the speaker demonstrated 
Jenkins - a tool for Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment 
(CI/CD). He showed the participants how to set up Jenkins in their systems 

and demonstrated it by taking a real world example. He also briefly talked about Ansible - a configuration management tool. The speaker concluded 
the session by showcasing various job opportunities in numerous IT companies through various career portals like Naukri.
The event was concluded with an informal valedictory function. Various students shared their feedback.
Ganesh Hathwar B S of 8th semester CSE helped the organizing team in designing the flyer for the event.Shrutha V Bhat from 6th semester CSE 
designed the certificate
Mr. Chethan R Institutional Coordinator ISTE Faculty Chapter, Dr. Nagaraj Bhat HOD Computer Science and Engineering Department, and Ms. Sneha 
N S faculty from Computer Science and Engineering Department played a major role in the smooth conduction of the event.

Ms. Soumya J Bhat awarded with 
Ph.D
Ms. Soumya J Bhat, Associate Professor 
in Computer Science & Engineering 
Department of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja 
Institute of Technology & Management, 
Bantakal, has been awarded Ph.D. degree 
by Manipal Academy of Higher Education 
for her research thesis titled “Design of 
Fault-Tolerant Localization And Deployment 
Method For Wireless Sensor Networks With 
Irregular Terralins” submitted under the 
guidance of Dr. Santhosh K V, Professor, 
Manipal Academy of Higher Education. The 
Management, Principal and staff members 
of SMVITM have congratulated Ms. Sowmya 
J Bhat for being honoured with Ph.D award.

Varnothsava inaugurated at SMVITM, Bantakal
An intra-collegiate techno-cultural fest, Varnothsava-22 
was inaugurated at Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of 
Technology and Management, Bantakal on 27th May 2022. 
Our proud Alumna Ms. Devika Lakshmeesha, Senior 
Consultant, Virtusa Consulting, Bengaluru was the Chief 
Guest for the function. While adressing she appreciated 
the college authorities for providing opportunity for 
the students to showcase their talents and recalled her 
memories associated with the college. Also insisted the 
students to take part in co-curricular and extra-curricular 
activities along with the academics to excel in their 
professional life. Ms. Samanvitha Bhagavath, another 
alumna of the college and Trainee Data Decision Scientist, 
Mu Sigma Inc., Bengaluru was the Guest of Honor. While 
addressing the college she thanked for shaping her 
personality and recalled the days spent at SMVITM. Shri. 
Rathnakumar, Secretary, Shri Sode Vadiraja Mutt Education 
Trust, Udupi presided over the function and in his address, 
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felt proud about the achievements of our alumni in various fields. The guests distributed prizes to the winners of various intracollegiate sports 
competitions.
Prof. Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Principal welcomed the gathering. Mr. Ramakrishna, Physical Education Director, announced the winners of sports 
events.  Ms. Hithashree and Ms. Ananya rendered an invocation. Vice-Principal Dr. Ganesh Aithal proposed the vote of thanks. Ms. Ratnashree 
Acharya and Ms. Ananya Bhat compered the program.

Valedictory Ceremony of Varnothsava-22 at SMVITM, 
Bantakal
The valedictory ceremony of the intercollegiate techno-cultural fest, 
Varnothsava-22, held at Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology 
and Management, Bantakal on 28th May 2022, More than 400 students of 
SMVITM participated in the various events held as part of the fest. 
Mr. Abhijith Shetty, Vice-President (Delivery), Juego Studio Pvt Ltd, 
Mangaluru was the chief guest of the program. In his address, he insisted 
the students to identify the job profile of their interest and acquire the 
required skills during the college days along with the academics.
The prizes were distributed to the winners of various technical and 
cultural competitions of Varnothsava.
Shri. Rathnakumar, Secretary, Shri Sode Vadiraja Mutt Education 
Trust, Udupi presided over the ceremony. In his presidential adress, 

congratulated the prize winners and conveyed his best wishes to all 
the participants. Dr. Thirumaleshwar Bhat, Principal of SMVITM and Dr. 
Ganesh Aithal, Vice Principal of SMVITM were present on the dais. Shri 
Shama Sundar, Member of Governing Council, SMVITM present on the 
program.
Dr. Lolita Priya Castelino welcomed the gathering. Mr. Ananthesh Rao 
K read out the report of Varnothsava-22. Training & Placement Officer 
Ms. Vidya Bhat introduced the chief guest to the gathering. Mr. Ananth 
Mallya and Ms. Sowmya N S announced the winners various technical 
and cultural competitions. Mr. Rajath Adiga and Mr. Vardhan rendered 
an invocation. Ms. Renita Sharon Monis proposed the vote of thanks. 
Mr. Aniketh Shenoy and Ms. Aninditha compered the program. ‘Food 
Fest’ and exhibition of vintage cars & bikes were the special attractions 
of Varnothsava-22.
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Annual Day Celebration at SMVITM, Bantakal
The twelfth Annual Day celebration of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of 
Technology and Management, Bantakal was held on 29th May 2022 at the 
institute premises. 
Paramapoojya Shri Vidyaprasanna Theertha Swamiji of Shri Subramanya 
Matha, Kukke Subramanya was present in the ceremony and in his 
blessings, congratulated Sode Swamiji for establishing this institution 
which is providing quality engineering education. Also insisted the 
students to cultivate spirituality and human values along with the 
technical education.  
Paramapoojya Shri Vishwavallabha Theertha Swamiji, President of Shri 
Sode Vadiraja Mutt Education Trust (SSVMET), Udupi, presided over the 
function and in his presidential remarks told that the student life is the 
golden life and every student need to make best use of it through hard 
work & dedication. 
Dr. CA. A Raghavendra Rao, Chancellor of Srinivas University, Mangaluru 
was the guest of honor and addressed the gathering. In his address, he 
insisted the students to love the subject so that they can become expert 
in that subject. Also he said there is no shortcut for success and one has 
to do hard work to achieve success in any aspect of their life.
Justice R Gururajan, Former Judge, High Court of Karnataka was the chief 
guest for the function. Speaking on the occasion he wished SMVITM, a 

great success under the leadership of Sode Swamiji. Also he elaborated 
how the objective of article-21 of Indian Constitution is achieved through 
the establishment of good educational institutions.
Awards related scholarships and academic proficiency prizes instituted 
by various philanthropists, individuals and organizations were awarded 
to the recipients on the occasion.  Mr. Bhargavram Udupa T, Department 
of Computer Science & Engineering and Ms. Janvi V Nilekani, Department 
of Civil Engineering were awarded with best outgoing student awards. 
Shri. P Srinivas Thantry, Vice President of the SSVMET, Shri. Rathnakumar, 
Secretary of SSVMET, Shri. Harish Belman, Shri. Sham Sunder and 
Shri. Jagdish Acharya, Governing Council members of the college, Dr. 
Thirumaleswara Bhat, Principal SMVITM, Dr. Ganesh Aithal, Vice Principal 
of SMVITM and Mr. Nikhil Shetty, General Secretary of Student council 
were present on the dais. 
Shri. Ratnakumar, Secretary, SSVMET welcomed the gathering. Dr. 
Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Principal of the institute presented the annual 
report of the academic year 2021-22. Mr. Ravinarayan Rao, Dr. Sachin 
S Bhat and Dr. Reena Kumari P D introduced the guests. Dean (Quality 
Assurance) Dr. Sudarshan Rao K read out the list of scholarship and 
proficiency awardees. Student Welfare Officer Dr. C K Manjunath 
proposed the vote of thanks. Ms. Ranjani Samaga rendered the 
invocation. Ms. Dhanya Shenoy and Ms. Swathi compered the program.
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Alumni Meet 
“Alumni Meet - 2022” of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology 
and Management, Bantakal was organized on 29 May 2022. More than 
200 alumni members of SMVITM participated in this event. 
Shri. Shama Sundar, CEO & President of Pajaka Consultancy Services, 
Bengaluru was the chief guest of the formal function. He interacted with 
our alumni in this occasion. He suggested the alumni to become the 
brand builders of this institution. Also he insisted the alumni to be ready 
to face the challenges in the tough times.  
Shri. Rathnakumar, Secretary of Shri Sode Vadiraja Mutt Education Trust, 
Udupi was presided over the formal function and in the presidential 
remarks, he expressed gratitude towards our alumni for their continuous 

support for the growth of the institution, especially during the NAAC and 
NBA accreditation process. He insisted our alumni to involve in social 
service activities along with their professional life.
Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Principal of the institution welcomed the 
participants and briefed on the achievements of the institute in the 
recent years. Mr. Roshan S Kotian, Assistant professor and Institutional 
Alumni Coordinator briefed the events organized by the Alumni Cell 
of the college till date. Our Governing Council member Shri. Harish 
Belman and Vice-Principal Dr. Ganesh Aithal were present on the dais. 
Ms. Avanthi, Ms. Shriraksha and Alumna of SMVITM Ms. Samanvitha 
Bhagavath compered the event. The formal function is followed by 
various cultural performances by the alumni.

Performance by ‘Masala Coffee’ music band at SMVITM, 
Bantakal
Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and Management, Bantakal 
was organized a performance by renowned music band of the country 
‘Masala Coffee’ on 29th May 2022 at its campus, as a part of twelfth 
annual day celebrations. More than one thousand students, faculty and 
staff members of SMVITM participated and enjoyed in this event. The 
band has performed across various genres - Indian folk, blues, pop and 
rock. The performance has commenced at around 7 PM.  Our Governing 
Council members, Principal of SMVITM Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat and 
Vice Principal Dr. Ganesh Aithal  were present in the event.
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RECOGNITION OF STUDENT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Mr. HITHEYESH, Mr. PRINCETON LERON LEWIS, Mr. RISHABH and Mr. SURAJ SHETTY of 8th Semester CSE have participated in Robo Soccer 
Competition in”AAKAR - 2022” conducted at AJ Institute of Engineering and Technology held on 3rd & 4th June 2022 and have won the 1st Prize.

INVITED TALK ON ‘HOW TO WRITE AN EFFECTIVE RESEARCH PAPER’
Department of Electronics & Communication Engineering in association with ISTE  student chapter organized an talk on ‘How to write an Effective 
Research Paper’ at SMVITM, on 08 June 2022 in Seminar Hall, 
Admin Block.  Dr. Raghavendra Rao, Associate Professor, ECE 
Department, SMVITM, Bantakal was the Resource person for the 
event. 
Dr. Raghavendra Rao started his talk with an interactive session, 
where he gave a clear insight about the contemporary meaning 
of research and mentioned about the current trends in research. 
He then gave a detailed explanation on the research cycle, various 
steps involved in the research and significance of each step. He 
highlighted on the importance of finding a problem statement 
and narrowing down the research interest to a particular problem. 
He also emphasized on the need to survey as many papers as 
possible that are not more than 3 years from the current year of 
research, to find optimum solution and develop a novel method 
for the formulated problem statement. The key parameters of 
a good research paper were highlighted and discussed with an 
example. He also gave important information about the paper 
review process and selection criteria. He then explained about the 
pros and cons of publishing a paper in Journals and presenting 
them in Conferences. He also mentioned on the rankings and 
groupings of different journals based on their index.
Ms. Bhoomika, final year student form ECE department,  welcomed students, faculties present in the event, introduced resource person and 
proposed vote of thanks. Mr.Chetan R. ISTE coordinator and Dr.Sachin Bhat, HOD ECE supported the event. Ms.Shashikala R. coordinated the event.
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Session on the occasion of “World Blood Donor Day” 
As a part of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, On the occasion of World Blood 
Donor Day, National Service Scheme (NSS), Youth Red Cross Wing and 
Rotaract Club of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and 
Management, Bantakal, Udupi, organized a talk on “Donating blood is an 
act of Solidarity-Join the effort and save lives” on Thursday, 16 June 2022 
in the institute premises. Dr. Vinu Rajendran, Senior Resident, Kasturba 
Hospital Blood Centre, Manipal was the resource person.
Dr. Vinu Rajendran started his presentation by briefing the importance 
of the day and mentioned the slogan of the year “Donating blood is an 
act of Solidarity-Join the effort and save lives”, to draw attention to the 
roles that voluntary blood donations play in saving lives and enhancing 
community solidarity. Also he said that it is to raise awareness of the 
need for safe blood and blood products for transfusion, and to thank 
blood donors for their voluntary, lifesaving gifts of blood.
In his presentation he said that the need for the blood is universal, but 
its access for all who need it is not. Blood shortages are mainly acute in 
low and middle income countries leading to deaths. Also, he mentioned 
that blood donation is an expression of unconditional kindness and 
compassion. The importance of blood donation should be inculcated 
in schools and colleges. It is one of the noblest and easiest good jobs 
anyone can do. “People should pledge to donate blood four times a year 
and experience the happiness of saving up to 12 lives,” he added.
Dr.Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Principal; Dr.Ganesh Aithal Vice Principal; 

conveyed their best wishes to the program. Ms. Sameeksha Shetty 
welcomed the gathering and compeered the program. Ms. Nidhi Patkar 
introduced the guest and proposed vote of thanks. Mr. Nagaraja Rao, 
Coordinator NSS conducted the program. More than 100 students 
including faculty were participated in the program.

“International Yoga Day” Celebration 
As a part of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, National Service Scheme (NSS), 
Youth Red Cross Wing, Rotaract Club, The department of Sports, Yoga 

and Fitness committee of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology 
and Management, Bantakal, Udupi, celebrated International Day of Yoga 
(IDY-2022) with a theme “Yoga for Humanity” on Tuesday, 21 June 2022 in 
the institute premises. Shri Radhakrishna Prabhu, Certified Yoga Trainer, 
Kapu was the resource person.
While addressing the students he explained and demonstrated the Yoga 
which helps the students to  achieve better mental and physical health. 
He started Yoga demonstration with yoga prayer. After which a few 
warm up and simple Asanas like Taadasana, Vrikshasana, Trikonasana, 
Bhadrasana, Vakrasana, Shashankasana, Bhujangasana, Shavasana, 
Pranayama Dhyana etc were taught and performed. The students 
and the staff members enthusiastically participated and learnt the 
importance of these Asanas.
Prof. Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Principal, addressed the gathering by 
giving the importance of Yoga Day to the youth and children to make 

them understand the importance of Yoga in their life. He encouraged 
the students to practice Yoga and meditation on a regular basis for a 
healthy body and mind. Mr. Sachin Prabhu Assistant Professor, Sports 
Coordinator welcomed the gathering. Ms. Sukitha of 3rd year ECE 
invoked the blessings from almighty. Mr. Nagaraja Rao NSS Coordinator 
and Mr. Ramakrishna Physical Education Director coordinated the 
program. More than 200 members participated including the Principal, 
Vice Principal, HOD’s, faculty, staff and students of SMVITM.
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Awards in Yoga Competition
Mr. Chandan K R, the student of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology 
& Management, Bantakal (Civil Engineering) has won the first place in Yoga 
Competition  2022” held on 19th  June  2022 organized by Gurukrupa Yoga- Vidya 
Pratishtana, Shri Mahalasa Dhyana Mandira, Chitpady, Udupi. Also Mr. Achinthya 
and Mr. Sumanth Mutalik students of IV Semester, Electronics & Communication 
Engineering department were participated in this event.
The management, Principal, Vice Principal and Physical Education Director have 
congratulated the student for his commendable accomplishment.

SMVITM, BANTAKAL GETS WINNERS’ TROPHY IN “TECH YUVA-
2022”
The student team of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology & 
Management (SMVITM), Bantakal has won the Overall Championship Trophy 
in the National Level Techno -  Cultural  & Sports Fest “TECH-YUVA - 2022” held 
at Srinivas University, Mukka, Mangalore. The Institution and Management are 
proud of their commendable accomplishment.

Peer to Peer interaction: How to crack job 
interviews in reputed companies
Placement Team of the ECE Dept. in association with 
the ISTE student chapter has organized “Peer to Peer 
Interaction: How To Crack The Jobs in Reputed Companies”. 
This interaction was held on 22/06/2022, from 3pm to 
4.30pm at the Seminar Hall, Admin Block, SMVITM. The 
resource person for this interaction was 8thsemester ECE 
placed students. Around 30 students from 6th semester 
ECE participated and interacted with 15 placed ECE final 
year students. The interaction began with the motivational 

speech by Mr. Sachin Prabhu, Sr. Assistant Professor, 
Dept. of ECE and inspired the students to start preparing 
for the placements. There was an open discussion about 
the preparation for interview, focusing areas and technical 
background. The placed students also shared their 
experience regarding their interview process and gave 
proper directions regarding placements. Ms. Niharika, 
8th semester ECE student welcomed the resource person 
and audience. Mr. Chetan, ISTE coordinator and Ms. 
Yogeshwary B H, Department Placement coordinator have 
coordinated the interaction.

ISTE Annual Day 2021-22
Indian Society for Technical Education ISTE of SMVITM has 
celebrated “ISTE Annual Day 2021-22” on 25 June 2022, at 2:00PM 
in the Seminar Hall, Admin block. Program started with invocation 
by Ms. Ranjani, 6th sem, CSE Student and ISTE student coordinator 
Mr. Bhargavram Udupa, Final year CSE student welcomed the 
gathering. 
ISTE institutional coordinator Mr. Chetan R, Sr. Asst. Professor, 
ECE Dept. has read the annual report of ISTE and whole heartedly 
thanked the heads of the various departments for conducting 33 
events under the ISTE banner in the AY 2021-22. New version of 
standard operating procedure SOP of ISTE was released by ISTE 
Chairperson Prof. Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Principal.
ISTE Dept. Coordinator Ms. Sneha, Sr. Asst. professor, CSE Dept. 
supported in the distribution of gratitude letters to the HoD, and 
ISTE office bearers. 
Mr. Deepak Rao, Sr. Asst. Professor, CSE Dept. former ISTE 
coordinator was recognized and appreciated during the program 
for his consistent service in the ISTE cell since 2013. 
All the student office bearers were invited to the stage for the 
feedback and they gave the constructive feedback during the 
program. 
During the Chairperson address, he said ISTE cell is contributing 
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towards the overall growth of our faculty and student community. He also appreciated all the team members for their immense contribution in this 
direction.
Ms. Avanti, 6th Sem CSE Student proposed the vote of thanks.  Ms. Shrutha V Bhat, 6th Sem, CSE student was the Master of ceremony. Ms. Aishwarya 
final year, ECE student supported in the photography. Program was coordinated by Ms. Nisha Reena Nazareth, Sr. Asst. Professor, Maths Dept.

Project exhibition and farewell program 
Co-curricular & Extra Curricular committee in association with ISTE student chapter of SMVITM organised Final Year student Project Exhibition along 
with the farewell program in the institute premises on 29 & 30 June 2022 respectively.
The exhibition was organised separately for the students of their respective departments.  12 projects from Mechanical Engineering, 13 projects from 
Electronics & Communication Engineering, 11 student’s Projects from Civil Engineering and 27 projects from Computer Science & Engineering were 
exhibited at the department. The live models of the project along with presentations and banners were exhibited enthusiastically by the students. 
Principal, Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Vice Principal, Dr. Ganesh Aithal, Dean QA Dr. Sudarshan Rao K visited the project exhibition and discussed 
with students who were representing their Projects and also gave good suggestions to them. HOD’s, faculty and students also visited the project 
exhibition and interacted with the final year students. Two best projects were awarded during the farewell function.
Shri Rathnakumar, Secretary of the Sode Vadiraja Mutt Education Trust, Udupi was the Chief Guest of the Farewell function. Speaking on the occasion 
said that the achievements of the students are the best advertisements for the institute, students’ good words and works reflect the performance of 
the institute.  Prof. Dr. Thirumaleshwara Bhat, Principal presided over the farewell function. In his presidential remarks he wished the students for 
their bright future. The heads of various departments and faculty were present in the program. 
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‘KARMIK’ – A Tool to bridge Client and Migrant Construction 
labors amid pandemic
Migrant labors migrate to Udupi for socio-economic reasons. Many of 
them can’t get job according to their skills due lack of information about 
requirements in construction field. This will keep them unemployed. 
In other word client also face same problem, they can’t find labors 
according to their requirements. To bridge this gap and to develop better 
connection between client and labor we need a platform. The students 
of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology and Management, 
Bantakal have developed a project “KARMIK” mobile application.
By surveying, collecting labor data and later by compiling it as a database, 
a mobile application is formed which includes data of construction labor 
such as his/her name, skills and phone number. This mobile application 
which will directly affect in improvement of construction labor status in 
and around Udupi region.
This project is developed by Harish Acharya, Omshree S Pai, Abdul 
Azeem the final year Civil engineering students of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja 
Institute of Technology and Management, Bantakal, under the guidance 
of Roshan S Kotian. 

Awards in VTU Athletic Meet -2022 
Mr.Kiran, the sixth semester student of Shri Madhwa Vadiraja Institute of Technology & Management, Bantakal (Mechanical Engineering) has won 
third place in the “VTU Athletic Meet 2022” held at SJC Institute of Technology, Chickballapur held from 27th to 30th June 2022.  
The management, Principa, Vice Principal and Physical Education Director have congratulated the student for his commendable accomplishment.
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